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1. INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH PURPOSE

The work in this year focuses on the replenishment and pricing decision from the retailers’ per-

spective. The first work explores the dual sourcing inventory model for nonperishable products.

This dual sourcing strategy is suitably adopted to mitigate the potential damage from the supply

disruptions. Disruptions become a serious business concern when the globalized marketplace

drives the stages of supply chain distributing worldwide. Damage to any stage could cause enor-

mous loss in profit and customers. To help a store manager practically make better operational

decisions under the risk of disruptions in supply, this talk proposes the dual sourcing strategy

and provides managerial insight on the joint price and replenishment decisions. The model is

based on a periodic review, finite horizon model. This study identifies the optimal price and

replenishment policy for different recovery lengths and then proposes a contract that allows a

retailer to choose the arrival of delayed items or wait until the regular supplier recovers from

disruptions. Experimental results illustrate the performance of the proposed approach in terms

of profit and the variations on joint order and price decisions. This study explores if a retailer

takes advantage of demand management and if so, to what extent. This study then analyzes the

magnitude of profit advantage in the presence of dual sourcing and dynamic pricing strategy

respectively under the effect of recovery length. In the discussion of the contract agreement

between a retailer and regular supplier, this study evaluates how it affects profit from both sides

by examining a wide range of parameter settings.

The second work develops the perishable product inventory model and optimizes these two

decisions based on different observed consumption behavior settings. The following is the brief

introduction. FIFO is an ideal inventory system for a physical store selling perishables since

it diminishes disposal units. In general, customers would involve the order of inventory con-

sumption when items are freely placed on the shelf. In this paper, we discuss different retail

inventory models based on the periodic review with a finite horizon. Each model adheres to a

particular type of consumption behavior which relates to the accessibility of items with differ-

ent ages among customer segments. The total profit is maximized by optimizing the price and

order quantity at the beginning of each period. This study identifies the optimal price or replen-

ishment policy under some inventory models. We further analyze the effect of demand man-
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agement during the experiments based on two scenarios: heterogeneous demand and capacity

constraint. For a wide range of system parameters, we find that demand management provides

more benefits for consumption behaviors from which customers who prefer discounted items

leave a grocer when old items are unavailable. Results also indicate that inventory systems with

small price-differentiation take advantage of demand management.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

This literature review begins by exploring two main streams of articles on dual sourcing. The

first stream emphasizes the procurement strategy of a buyer by splitting orders from dual or mul-

tiple sourcing. Many authors, including Seshadri et al. (1991), Klotz and Chatterjee (1995a),

Klotz and Chatterjee (1995b), and Anton and Yao (1989), have adopted auction or game the-

ory models. This stream of research regards the competition among suppliers and buy-and-sell

relationship as a key factor. The second stream studies the inventory control of a retailer with

dual or multiple sourcing and generally includes three categories. The first category exam-

ines the relationship between safety stock and dual sourcing (Sculli and Wu, 1981; Sculli and

Shum, 1990; Kelle and Silver, 1990; Pan et al., 1991; Chiang and Benton, 1994; Ramasesh

et al., 1993). In the second category, Zhao and Lau (1992), Lau and Zhao (1993), Lau and

Zhao (1994), and Lau and Lau (1994) quantitatively analyzed the cycle inventory under dual

or multiple sourcing. Finally, the third category explores dual souring with different leadtimes.

The studies include Whittemore and Saunders (1977), Tagaras and Vlachos (2001), Groenevelt

and Rudi (2003), Sheopuri et al. (2010), and Plambeck and Ward (2007). Veeraraghavan and

Scheller-Wolf (2006) further took the capacity into consideration. Mishra and Tadikamalla

(2006) showed benefits of the dual sourcing inventory model due to the order splitting rather

than two suppliers.

The following discussion consider the literature positions on supply chain disruptions. Sheffi

et al. (2003) illustrated various types of disruptions. Billington and Johnson (2006) studied how

Hewlett-Packard created a local supply sourcing in Vancouver to prepare the North American

market for disruptions. As for replenishment decision, Parlar and Daphne (1991) and Berk and

Arreola-Risa (1994) considered EOQ-based models with stochastic disruptions. Moinzadeh
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and Aggarwal (1973) discussed a continuous-review (s,S) model. Arreola-Risa and DeCroix

(1998) presented a periodic-review (s,S) model. These papers primarily examine the order-

ing policies of existing inventory systems in response to supply disruptions. Recent research

proposes practical supply chain designs and strategies to cope with disruptions (Tomlin, 2006,

2009b,a). Since supply disruptions is defined as a random variable in the model development

later which is similar to papers mentioning the yield rate, this study also refers to Yano and Lee

(1973) for a review of random yield.

Existing literature on the inventory control of perishable products can be classified into

two categories depending on how the perishability of a product is modeled. Papers in the first

category seek to model products with random lifetimes such as meat and vegetable produce.

On the other hand, papers in the second category consider products whose lifetime is fixed and

completely known. Once the product reaches the end of its usable lifetime, it becomes unfit for

consumption and must be discarded (perhaps for a cost) or salvaged. This approach is motivated

by items whose lifetime is predictable, such as packaged and processed food products. Among

the papers in the first category, one popular way to model random lifetimes is by assuming

that the lifetime of each unit is an exponentially distributed random variable. (This leads to

the model being called an exponential decay model.) Given this approach, numerous models

have been developed using an EOQ-model type methodology; see Dave (1991), Goyal and Giri

(2001), and Raafat (1991) for a review of such models.

On the other hand, most of the papers that adopt the second approach utilize periodic review

models with random demand. The optimal replenishment policy depends on the relative order of

inventory arrival and consumption. Assuming that inventory is consumed in the order of FIFO,

Fries (1975) and Nahmias (1975) characterized the form of the optimal policy for the lost-sales

and backlogging cases, respectively, with general lifetime. Using the special characteristics of

the optimal solution, many papers have developed myopic or near-myopic policies that ignore

the age-distribution of on-hand inventory (e.g. Nahmias (1976)); see review papers by Nahmias

(1982) and Karaesmen et al. (2009) for a summary of these papers. Since the analysis of the

optimal inventory policy for the LIFO rule is difficult using standard techniques, research on

this topic is limited. As an example of research in this area, Cohen and Pekelman (1978)
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developed age-distributions in a periodic review inventory system with lost-sales to determine

the optimal order policy. Once again, Nahmias (1982) and Karaesmen et al. (2009) summarized

many of these papers. Our work extends the discussion of such the relative order of inventory

arrivals and consumption. To simplify the exploration, we assume a perishable product with

fixed (two-period) lifetime.

3. MATHEMATICAL MODELS

3.1 Inventory Model of a Non-perishable Product under Dual Sourcing

Consider a finite-horizon, periodic-review model for a nonperishable product. At the beginning

of period t, a retailer inspects the net inventory xt , and places an order for quantity qt
1 from

a regular but unreliable supplier with unit cost c1. Here, unreliability implies that a risk of

disruption exists. A random variable γ, which is identically and independently distributed in

each period between [0,1] with pdf q(γ) and CDF Q(γ), represents the fulfillment rate of items

due to disruptions. A larger value of γ means the effect of disruptions is relatively minor and

vice versa. For a realized Γ, the regular supplier charges c1 per unit and transports Γqt
1 items

to the retailer. The recovery length is assumed to be one period. Therefore, partial quantities

(1−Γ)qt
1, which are delayed, will come into stock at the beginning of period t +1. To mitigate

disruption risks, a retailer also orders qt
2 units from an emergency supplier with unit cost c2.

This reliable sourcing guarantees that all units ordered will be delivered immediately without

any delivery delay. For the simplicity of analysis, assume that the supply from both sources

has no leadtime. In general, the unit cost from the emergency supplier is higher than that

from an unsecured supplier (c2 > c1). The retailer combines the replenishment decisions with

retail price (Chen and Simchi-Levi (2004), Federgruen and Heching (1999), and Chen et al.

(2006)). Let pt be the price in period t and dt(pt) is the expected demand corresponding to

pt . Assume that the expected revenue pt · dt(pt) is strictly concave in pt . This assumption is

standard in the literature on joint inventory-price decisions. One example of dt(pt) for which the

expected revenue is strictly concave is dt(pt) = a0−b0 pt , where a0,b0 > 0. Another example

of such a function is dt(pt) = a0 exp(−b0 pt), where a0,b0 > 0, for pt ∈ [0,2/b0]. Once the
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order is delivered, it meets customer demand for the rest of the period. Due to the one-to-one

correspondence between pt and dt , they are interchangeable in the following analysis and dt

is the form used for modeling. Let D be the set of all feasible values of expected demand in

a period. Further, assume that D is convex, which implies that the set is an interval. Given

the expected demand dt , the realized demand in period t is equal to Dt = dt + ξt , where ξt is

a random variable with support [−a,∞), distribution f (ξ), and CDF F(ξ), where a > 0, such

that E(ξt) = 0. Bounding the support of ξt at−a ensures that demand Dt remains non-negative.

Assume that ξt is independently and identically distributed over time. Previous studies call

this the additive demand model in the existing literature. The word “additive” arises from the

additive nature of randomness (ξt). The multiplicative model is a more general model, and has

the following form: Dt = dtξt
1 + ξt

2 such that E[ξt
1] = 1 and E[ξt

2] = 0. Thus, randomness is

present in both additive and multiplicative forms. The models and numerical experiments in

this study adopt the additive demand form. Two requirements for any dt to be contained in

D are that (a) the realized demand Dt must remain non-negative for all ξt ∈ [−a,∞) (b) the

corresponding price must be non-negative.

Given values of xt ,qt
1, qt

2, and dt , the one-period expected profit is

L(xt ,qt
1,q

t
2,d

t) = R(dt)− c1qt
1− c2qt

2−hE[xt +Γqt
1 +qt

2−Dt ]+−πE[Dt− xt−Γqt
1−qt

2]
+,

where [·]+ stands for max(·,0) and R(dt) = dtD−1(dt). The number of items on-hand(or short-

age) at the end of the period depends on whether net inventory, (xt + Γqt
1 + qt

2−Dt), is pos-

itive(or negative). Items delayed by disruptions also arrive and increase net inventory to the

amount (xt +qt
1 +qt

2−Dt). For simplicity, omit the superscript t from all the variables through

the rest of this paper unless necessary for exposition, and denote regular and emergency suppli-

ers as R and E, respectively. The dynamic equation of the optimal profit from period t to the

end of horizon is

vt(x) = max
d∈D,q1≥0,q2≥0

L(x,q1,q2,d)+βE[vt+1(x+q1 +q2−D)], (1)

where β is the discount factor. Set the profit function at the end of horizon vT+1(x) equal to
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sx+ + c1x−, where s is the salvage value and x− = min[0,x] . Then, define

Gt(x,q1,q2,d) = L(x,q1,q2,d)+βE[vt+1(x+q1 +q2−D)], (2)

so that vt(x) = max
d∈D,q1≥0,q2≥0

Gt(x,q1,q2,d).

This work also extends the model to two cases: one for recovery length Equal to Two periods

and another for actions on delayed items (The detail of these actions is omitted.).

3.2 Inventory Models of a Perishable Product with Various Consumption

Behaviors

We consider a finite-horizon, periodic-review model for a perishable product with a fixed life-

time equal to two periods at a single retailer. At the beginning of each period, the retailer

inspects his net inventory, xt , which is one-period old, and places an order for quantity, qt . For

simplicity, we assume that the lead-time is equal to zero. The assumption of zero lead-times

is a standard convention in both perishable inventory theory as well as in the literature on joint

replenishment and pricing decisions.

At the same time, the retailer determines price(s) for that period. Let pt be the price in

period t and dt(pt) be the expected demand corresponding to pt . We assume that the function

dt(·) is strictly decreasing. As a result, there is a one-to-one correspondence between price and

expected demand. This also means that we can use price and expected demand interchangeably

in analysis. In fact, the exposition is considerably simplified when expected demand is used as

a variable instead of price. Accordingly, throughout the paper we use expected demand as a

variable to present results. In doing so, we omit the argument pt for simplicity and use only dt

to denote the expected demand.

We assume that the expected revenue pt ·dt(pt) is strictly concave in pt . This assumption is

standard in the literature on joint inventory-price decisions. One example of dt(pt) for which the

expected revenue is strictly concave is dt(pt) = a0−b0 pt , where a0,b0 > 0. Another example

of such a function is dt(pt) = a0 exp(−b0 pt), where a0,b0 > 0, for pt ∈ [0,2/b0].

Once the order is delivered, customer demand arrives through the rest of the period. Let D
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to be the set of all feasible values of expected demand in a period. Further, we assume D to be

convex, which implies that the set is an interval. Given expected demand dt , the realized demand

in period t is equal to Dt = dt + ξt , where ξt is a random variable with support [−a,∞), where

a > 0, such that E(ξt) = 0. Bounding the support of ξt at−a is necessary to ensure that demand

Dt remains non-negative. We assume that ξt is independently and identically distributed over

time. This demand model is referred to as the additive demand model in the existing literature.

The word “additive” arises from the additive nature of the randomness (ξt). A more general

model belongs to the multiplicative model, which has the following form: Dt = dtξ
1
t + ξ2

t .

Thus, the randomness is present in both additive and multiplicative forms. We will develop

our following models and computational experiments based on the multiplicative demand form.

Two requirements for any d to be contained in D are that (a) the realized demand Dt remains

non-negative for all ξ1
t ∈ [−a,∞) and ξ2

t ∈ (0,b] (b) the corresponding price be non-negative.

Since ξ1
t ≥−a and ξ2

t ≤ b, requirement (a) ensures that any d in D is greater than or equal to b
a .

The discussion of consumption behaviors is separated into two stages. The first stage is to

classified customers according to their preference. According to manners of selecting items,

they are categorized into two groups. The first group prefers to pick fresh items from shelves

and people from the second group randomly choose items without paying too much attention

for the freshness. By observing this fact, we include a parameter β such that partial demand

βDt is fulfilled by fresh items we just ordered. The rest of demand (1−β)Dt which represents

demand from the second group is satisfied by items with age equal to one.

At the end of the period, once all the demand is realized, holding cost is charged on any

remaining inventory at rate h per unit. On the other hand, if demand exceeds inventory, the

excess demand is lost, and lost-sales cost is charged at π per unit. We let θ (possibly negative)

be the unit cost of discarding old inventory. The parameter θ can be both positive or negative

depending upon whether old inventory incurs a cost while being discarded or it is salvaged.

Standing from a store manager’s point of view, First-in, First out issuing policy would be

ideal to achieve the maximum utilization of a product. Hence, we assume that store staff re-

arrange the shelf frequently from which items with older age will be placed in the front of the

shelf. As a result, customers who randomly pick items actually acquire these old units follow-
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ing such an operational decision. In the later, we refer the customers’ random selection as the

acquisition of old items.

The second stage of consumption behaviors begins if the preference disappears in either

segments. Based on our setting of items with age equal to two periods, we conduct four dif-

ferent types of inventory system to reflect such a two-stage consumption behaviors: All Units

Accessible between Consumer Segmentations, Fresh Items Accessible to Customers who Ran-

domly Pick Items, Non-interchangeable Demand between Customer Segmentations, and Old

Items Accessible to Picky Customers. We start the first type model formulation and analysis as

follows.

The first consumption behavior discusses the interchangeability of items between customer

segments. That is, excess items (after stage one) which are preferred by a specific segment

are available to another segment where desired demand are not completed fulfilled. For stores

with well-established credibility would be good examples to represent this interchangeable re-

lation among age-different inventory. Since the business strategy focuses on providing reliable

products in these stores, the quality of freshness is assured. Due to the diminution of cognitive

difference related to age, old items become acceptable for picky customers if their preferred

items are depleted.

Now, we start to develop the profit function in a period. For simplicity, we omit the subscript

t from all the variables and let D as a realized demand through the rest of this paper unless

necessary for exposition. Given values of x,q and d, the revenue, holding, and shortage costs

incurred in a period are equal to

L1(x,q,d) = R(d)−hE[q+ x−D]+−πE[D−q− x]+,

where R(d) is the expected revenue, which is equal to the product of expected demand and the

corresponding price, and [·]+ stands for max(·,0). Due to the interchangeable characteristic of

age-differentiated items, the holding and shortage costs are exactly the same as these following

FIFO and LIFO issuing rules.

Since inventory that is two periods old will spoil, the total amount of inventory discarded at

the end of a period equals [x− (1−β)D− (βD− q)+]+. The dynamic programming equation
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of the optimal profit from period t through the end of horizon vt is formulated as

v1
t (x) = max

d∈D,q≥0
L1(x,q,d)− cq−θE[x− (1−β)D− (βD−q)+]+

+αEv1
t+1[q−βD− ((1−β)D− x)+]+, (3)

where α is the discount factor. For simplicity, we drop the effect of α (set α = 1) through the

rest of discussion. It is a reasonable neglect since the arbitrary duration of a period should be

short for perishables we specialize. We take the end of horizon profit v1
T+1(x) to be equal to sx,

where s is the salvage value. Observe that the argument of v1
t+1, [q−βD− ((1−β)D− x)+]+,

is the amount of inventory that is one-period old at the beginning of period t +1. (Other models

based different consumption behaviors are omitted.)

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

4.1 Inventory Management of a Non-perishable Product under the Dual

Sourcing Strategy

This study identifies the joint pricing and ordering decisions for a retailer that adopts dual sourc-

ing to mitigate disruptions in supply. When a regular supplier can recover in one period, the

analysis indicates that a store manager should follow the base-stock, list-price policy. This pol-

icy is to order a fixed amount of units from the regular supplier and place another order from

the emergency supplier up to a fixed inventory level. If the initial net inventory exceeds this

fixed level, an order should only be placed with the regular supplier and the manager should

consider price markdowns. For recovery of two periods, the bases-stock, list-price policy no

longer exists. This study also proposes a contract agreement that motivates a retailer to acquire

reimbursement from the regular supplier if this retailer opts not to wait for delayed items during

recovery.

The experiments explore a wide range of parameter settings in the order quantity and list

price. Besides, this study computationally illustrates the benefit of dual sourcing and demand

management. Results reveal that demand management improves profit more when the regular
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supplier possesses a faster recovery ability. For profit improvement when adding an emergency

supplier, a longer recovery length is beneficial. Finally, this work examines how a contract

affects the retailer’s profit, regular supplier’s profit, and their mutual profit.

This study discusses the dual sourcing strategy for the inventory management particularly of

a non-perishable product. Future research should explore dual sourcing for perishable products,

and especially food. This extension is important for several reasons. Due to the specific char-

acteristic of limited lifetime, disruptions in food supply create even more challenging inventory

management problem for store managers. For example, the devastation of an area in which a

particular crop is grown can create a supply shortage. Hence, people’s anxiety can increase the

demand for this product, and its price will likely soar in a short time. Another difficulty is that

managers cannot store food too early due to spoilage, even though its holding cost may be very

low. The extension of dual sourcing to this problem should also cover orders leadtime in both

sources and a fixed cost per order.

4.2 Inventory Management of a Perishable Product under Various Con-

sumption Behaviors

This study develops a periodic review model for perishable products with a fixed lifetime of two

periods. Customers are classified according to their purchasing preference: they either select a

fresh item or pick one from the shelf randomly. Following retailers’ FIFO arrangement of items

on the shelf, this study explores four different consumption behaviors. Results show that profit

depends on on the demand interchangeability of various customer segments.

When picky customers are unwilling to take old items, but customers who take advantage of

price will choose new one, the optimal price depends on the value of theinitial inventory. The

inflexibility of interchangeability among items, which appears in the third type of customer be-

havior, creates structure in which both the optimal price and order quantity depend on inventory.

Due to the lack of concavity in the first and fourth inventory systems, the optimal price and order

quantity fluctuate randomly. With the increasing availability of products among customers, a re-

tailer generates more profit. Accordingly, the first type of consumption behavior performs better

than the other behaviors. Computational experiments reveal the effect of demand management
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based on two scenarios: heterogeneous demand and capacity constraint. Results indicate that

the profit advantage of behaviors where random customers do not pick fresh items is better than

that of behaviors where customers who randomly select items are willing to take fresh items in

the presence of demand management.

5. Future Research

Some expectation is not completed in these efforts. The inventory control under the dual sourc-

ing strategy will be developed for perishable products in the future. Besides, the promotion

effort and green idea become interesting factors to affect consumption willingness. Thus, the

inclusion of these two factors will be considered when a retailer controls his inventory
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    The 41
st
 annual meeting of Decision Sciences institute was hold in San Diego and 

emphasized on the topic “Challenging the status quo-Breakthrough Innovations that 

Rejuvenate Organizations”. I was proud to be part of this activity and had a talk “Pricing 

and Replenishment Decisions of a Retailer with Dual Sourcing under the Risk of Supply 

Chain Disruptions” 

    Disruptions become a serious business concern when the globalized marketplace 

drives the stages of supply chain distributing worldwide. Damage to any stage could 

cause enormous loss in profit and customers. To help a store manager practically make 

better operational decisions under the risk of disruptions in supply, this talk proposes 

the dual sourcing strategy and provides managerial insight on the joint price and 

replenishment decisions. The model is based on a periodic review, finite horizon model. 

This study identifies the optimal price and replenishment policy for different recovery 

lengths and then proposes a contract that allows a retailer to choose the arrival of 

delayed items or wait until the regular supplier recovers from disruptions. 

Experimental results illustrate the performance of the proposed approach in terms of 

profit and the variations on joint order and price decisions. This study explores if a 

retailer takes advantage of demand management and if so, to what extent. This study 

then analyzes the magnitude of profit advantage in the presence of dual sourcing and 



dynamic pricing strategy respectively under the effect of recovery length. In the 

discussion of the contract agreement between a retailer and regular supplier, this study 

evaluates how it affects profit from both sides by examining a wide range of parameter 

settings.  

    Beside the session I was arranged, I also attend others which particularly focus on 

Supply Chain issues. One topic I am desperately searching for is the reversed and 

green idea in the supply chain (Session 192-LD in this conference). Many contexts 

give me good ideas and knowledge for my future research. For example, how the 

return policy affects the selling price in the e-marketplace supply chain? In additions, 

how the effect of Green supply chain helps a company earn customers perception is 

talked. In the future, I definitely combined this and make the price and replenishment 

decisions for products from firms which devote Green effort.       
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